Fold-specific substitution matrices for protein classification.
Methods that focus on secondary structures, such as Position Specific Scoring Matrices and Hidden Markov Models, have proved useful for assigning proteins to families. However, for assigning proteins to an attribute class within a family these methods may introduce more free parameters than are needed. There are fewer members and there is less variability among sequences within a family. We describe a method for organizing proteins in a family that exhibits up to an order of magnitude reduction in the number of parameters. The basis is the log odds ratio commonly used to measure similarity. We adapt this to characterize the sequence dissimilarities that give rise to attribute differentiation. This leads to the definition of Class Attribute Substitution Matrices (CLASSUM), a dual of the BLOSUM. The method was applied to classify sequences hierarchically in the lambda and kappa subgroups of the immunoglobulin superfamily. Positions conferring class were identified based on the degree of amino acid variability at a position. The CLASSUM computed for these positions classified better than 90% of test data correctly compared with 35-50% for BLOSUM-62. The expected value for a random matrix is 14%. The results suggest that family-specific data-derived substitution matrices can improve the resolution of automated methods that use generic substitution matrices for searching for and classifying proteins.